A novel approach aimed at evaluating the diagnosability of regular systems under the PMC model is introduced. The diagnosability is defined as the ability to provide a correct diagnosis, although possibly incomplete. This concept is somehow intermediate between one-step diagnosability and sequential diagnosability. A lower bound to diagnosability is determined by lower bounding the minimum of a "syndrome-dependent" bound t σ over the set of all the admissible syndromes. In turn, t σ is determined by evaluating the cardinality of the smallest consistent fault set containing an aggregate of maximum cardinality. The new approach, which applies to any regular system, relies on the "edgeisoperimetric inequalities" of connected components of units declaring each other nonfaulty. This approach has been used to derive tight lower bounds to the diagnosability of toroidal grids and hypercubes, which improve the existing bounds for the same structures.  2002 Elsevier Science (USA). All rights reserved.
Introduction
System-level diagnosis, which was introduced by Preparata et al. [14] , aims at diagnosing systems composed by units (usually processors) connected by point-to-point, bidirectional links. A system S is represented as a system graph G = (V, L), an undirected graph where nodes represent units and edges represent interconnection links. There exists edge 1 {u, v} ∈ L if and only if units u and v are interconnected. The cardinality n = |V| is called the size of the system. Units u and v are said to be adjacent, denoted u ↔ v, if {u, v} ∈ L.
In the PMC model [14] , diagnosis is based on a suitable set of tests between adjacent units. The testing unit u provides a test sequence to the tested unit v, which returns an output sequence to u. The testing unit compares the actual and the expected output sequences and provides a binary test outcome, defined 0 if the actual and the expected results match and 1 otherwise.
The PMC model assumes that tests of faulty units performed by non-faulty units always return 1 (that is, the test has perfect coverage), while the test outcome of tests performed by faulty units is arbitrary. This invalidation rule is shown in Table 1 . Alternate diagnostic models assume different invalidation rule [1] , or are based on comparisons between units [12] .
The set of tests utilized for the purpose of diagnosis are represented by directed edges in the diagnostic graph DG = (V, E), where edge (u, v) from u to v exists if and only if unit u tests unit v. Edges in E are labeled with the binary test outcomes.
Given any set V f ⊆ V of faulty units (actual fault set), the set of all test outcomes is called syndrome, denoted σ . Given a syndrome σ , the task of determining the status of the units is known as syndrome-decoding. In the centralized diagnosis approach [14] , the syndrome is decoded by an external, reliable computer, called diagnoser.
Preparata et al. also introduced the concepts of one-step and sequential diagnosis [14] . In the former approach it is required that syndrome decoding identifies the status of all the units. The latter approach consists of several diagnosis and repair phases, the goal of each phase being the identification of at least one faulty unit. Once identified, faulty units are immediately repaired or replaced, thus reducing the number of faulty units. The process is iterated until all the faulty units have been removed. A given system S is one-step diagnosable; that is, one-step diagnosis of S is always possible if the number of faults in the system is not above a parameter, the one-step diagnosability, tied to the structure of the diagnostic graph. A similar parameter for sequential diagnosis is called sequential diagnosability, and is usually far above the one-step diagnosability. One-step diagnosable systems have been characterized in [8] , while sequentially diagnosable systems have been characterized in [9, 13] . The problem of determining the one-step diagnosability of a given system was solved in [18] , while the analogous problem for sequential diagnosis was shown to be co-NP complete in [15] .
The one-step diagnosability of a system is limited above by the minimum number of the tests undergone by units in the system, that is, by the minimum of the node in-degrees in DG [8, 14] . For this reason, the one-step diagnosis approach is inadequate to the case of large systems based on regular or quasiregular interconnection structures, such as hypercubes, tori and grids. This is the case of massive parallel systems and wafer-scale testing [16] which, on the other hand, appear the natural candidates for application of system-level diagnosis. In fact, one-step diagnosability of such structures is very small as compared to the number of units and, thus, to the potential number of faults.
Conversely, sequential diagnosis of regular or quasi-regular systems is feasible under more realistic fault situations. Lower bounds to sequential diagnosability of grids and hypercubes have been provided in [10] . However, the repeated execution of diagnosis and repair phases entailed by the sequential diagnosis approach may be time consuming and the underlying hypothesis, which excludes the occurrence of additional faults while the diagnosis is going on, may be unrealistic. Furthermore, the sequential diagnosis is not feasible in some environments, such as wafer-scale testing.
Given a system, its diagnostic graph DG = (V, E), set V f ⊆ V of units which are actually faulty in the system, and a syndrome σ resulting from V f , we consider diagnosis algorithms which result is a partition of set V into subset F of units declared faulty, subset K of units declared non-faulty, and subset S of suspect units, i.e., the units whose status remains unidentified. The diagnosis is said to be correct if F ⊆ V f and K ⊆ V − V f . The diagnosis is said to be complete if S = ∅. Using this viewpoint, one-step diagnosis is both correct and complete, while sequential diagnosis may leave unidentified, at every phase, the status of as many as |V| − 1 units.
Diagnosis algorithms which are able to diagnose in one step the state of a large fraction of the system units, thus providing an almost complete diagnosis, have been reported in the literature [3] [4] [5] [6] 17] . To some extent, the algorithm of [10] displays the same behavior. The almost complete diagnosis provided by the preceding algorithms is guaranteed to be correct if the number of actual faults is not above an algorithm-specific diagnosability.
From this point on, we refer to diagnosability as to the capability of correctly diagnosing a large fraction of the system units by means of a suitable, unspecified algorithm. Using this definition, it is clear that the diagnosability is a lower bound to the sequential diagnosability.
This paper introduces an approach to the evaluation of the diagnosability of a wide class of regular systems. This approach enables derivation of tight lower bounds to the diagnosability of regular systems for which an edge isoperimetric inequality [11] is known. More specifically, lower bounds to the diagnosability of square toroidal grids and hypercubes are derived, which significantly improve the bounds of [10] and [4] [5] [6] 17 ].
Diagnosability of regular graphs
In this section we study the problem of characterizing the diagnosability of a system S represented by the system graph G = (V, L). Since we are interested in the maximum diagnosability of S, we assume that all the possible interconnections in L are used to perform diagnostic tests. Therefore, the diagnostic graph DG = (V, E) associated with G satisfies the following assumptions, which are kept throughout this paper:
• Adjacent units perform mutual tests: in other words, {u, v} ∈ L implies (u, v) ∈ E and (v, u) ∈ E.
• The system graph G is k-regular, i.e. all vertices in V have the same degree k. Given the hypothesis of mutual tests, this implies that every unit tests, and is tested by, exactly k neighbors.
We denote Σ the set of all the possible syndromes which may result from executing all tests corresponding to the edges of DG, and σ any syndrome in Σ. The properties stated in the following lemma are immediate from the invalidation rule (Table 1) For any given syndrome σ ∈ Σ, we define DG 0 = (V, E 0 ) as the subgraph of DG of edge set E 0 ⊆ E, where E 0 is the set of edges labeled with test outcome 0; that is, ←→ v. ✷ Consider all components A i which can be identified as faulty by conditions (B) or (C) of Lemma 2.2, and define set F as the union of all such components; it is immediate that F is completely faulty. If F = ∅ an incomplete, unconditionally correct diagnosis is trivially available, and the goal of diagnosis is achieved. However, F = ∅ in the worst case. In the rest of the paper, we restrict consideration to the task of providing a diagnosis when F = ∅. This also covers the more general problem of diagnosing the subsystem whose diagnostic graph is the subgraph of DG induced by vertex set V − F.
Given any σ ∈ Σ, assume F = ∅. For every
←→ v. From this point on, the system will be represented by a labeled version of the system graph G = (V, L), a undirected graph where
←→ v).
We define the contracted graph of G under syndrome σ , denoted CG σ = (V , L ) as the undirected, vertex-weighted graph obtained by contracting vertices in A i into vertex a i ∈ V . Vertices in V are in a one-to-one correspondence with Zaggregates. Edge {a i , a j } ∈ L iff Z-aggregates A i and A j are adjacent. Vertex a i is Given the contracted graph CG σ = (V , E ), a F-state assignment assigns the state of FAULTY or FAULT-FREE to every a i ∈ V . This is equivalent to assigning the state of FAULTY or FAULT-FREE to every v ∈ A i , since, for every A i , all units are in the same state. In order to be consistent with syndrome σ , a F-state assignment must satisfy the condition stated by the following theorem: Theorem 2.3. Given syndrome σ , assume that set F is empty. A F-state assignment of the contracted graph is consistent with σ iff the set of vertices labeled nonfaulty is an independent set. 2 Proof. For any pair a i , a j of adjacent nodes of CG σ , the outcomes of the mutual tests between units in A i and units in A j are 1, since set F has been assumed empty. If a i is assumed FAULT-FREE, every a j adjacent to a i in CG σ must be faulty. This means that nodes labeled FAULT-FREE cannot be adjacent to nodes also labeled FAULT-FREE. Conversely, consider an independent set of CG σ ; it is immediate that the F-state assignment obtained by labeling FAULT-FREE all nodes in the independent set, and FAULTY all the other nodes, is consistent with σ . ✷ Given a F-state assignment consistent with σ , it is immediate that the set of units labeled FAULTY by this assignment, is a Consistent Fault Set (CFS for short) of syndrome σ [9] .
In order to diagnose the state of at least one Z-aggregate A, we consider the indexes G σ 0 (A), G σ 1 (A), which generalize a concept introduced in [13] : 
In fact, Z-aggregate A i can be diagnosed as either fault-free or completely faulty in the hypothesis that the number of actual faults is not above t σ (A i ).
Given any A i , the exact evaluation of index G σ 0 (A i ) is a difficult problem, which implies the identification of a maximum, weighted independent vertex-set of CG σ with the constraint that A i is in this set. Similarly, evaluating G σ 1 (A i ) implies the identification of a maximum, weighted independent vertex set of CG σ with the constraint that A i is not in this set. It is known that this problem is NPcomplete [7] .
The value of t σ (A i ) is influenced by the choice of A i . The syndrome-dependent diagnosability t σ of G is defined as:
It is immediate that at least one Z-aggregate can be diagnosed, provided the number of actual faults is not above t σ . Observe that the problem of determining t σ has at least the same asymptotic complexity as determining t σ (A i ).
The diagnosability of the given system, is defined as [13] :
In fact, assuming that the cardinality of the actual fault set is not above t, at least one Z-aggregate can be correctly identified as fault-free or completely faulty for any admissible syndrome, thus fulfilling the requirements of diagnosis.
As defined above, the problem of determining the exact diagnosability is extremely difficult. This agrees with [15] , where the sequential diagnosability, a related problem, was found to be co-NP complete. For this reason, recent research has been aimed at providing accurate approximations. This paper introduces a technique providing tight lower bounds to the diagnosability of a large class of regular graphs, i.e. those graphs for which an edge-isoperimetric inequality [11] is known. The new technique is presented in the next section, where bounds holding for symmetric grids and hypercubes are also derived.
A lower bound to diagnosability of regular systems
Consider set Σ of all syndromes, and the partition of this set into subsets Σ 1 , . . . , Σ n , where Σ α is the subset of syndromes leading to Z-aggregates of cardinality at most α. In other words, denoting A σ = {A 1 , A 2 , . . . , A r } the collection of Z-aggregates resulting from syndrome σ , subset Σ α is defined as:
The technique introduced in this paper is based on the property stated by the Theorem 2.3, i.e. independence of fault-free Z-aggregates. A lower bound to diagnosability is derived by taking G σ 1 (A i ) − 1 as a lower bound to t σ (A i ) for any A i ∈ A σ , and G σ 1 (A r ) − 1 as a lower bound to t σ for any σ ∈ Σ, where A r is a Z-aggregate of maximum cardinality under σ . In fact, recalling (2.1),
Recalling (2.3) and replacing t σ by the preceding lower bound, the minimum of t σ over Σ is evaluated in two-steps: the first step takes the minimum over Σ α for each α, and the second step takes the minimum of such minima over α.
In conclusion, the lower bound to t is defined by the following inequality:
where the admissible range [1, n/2) for α derives from observation that the number of faults must be below n/2 [14] , and from inequality G σ 1 (A r ) α, which is immediate.
Determining a tight lower bound T (α) to min σ ∈Σ α G σ 1 (A r ) is a difficult task for general graphs. However, the problem is solvable in the case of those regular graphs for which an edge-isoperimetric inequality is known.
Given G = (V, L) and any subset X ⊆ V, the set I of internal edges and the set B of boundary edges, are defined as I(X) = {{u, v} ∈ L | u, v ∈ X} and B(X) = {{u, v} ∈ L | u ∈ X, v / ∈ X}. The cardinalities of sets I(X) and B(X) are denoted i(X) and b(X). The problems of evaluating the maximum of i(X) and the minimum of b(X) over all subsets X of given cardinality x, are known as edge isoperimetric problems [11] . We denote: The preceding problems have been satisfactorily solved for several regular graphs [11] 
by providing an edge isoperimetric inequality for b(x), that is, a function b * (x) such that b * (x) b(x).
From the k-regularity of G, an edge isoperimetric inequality for i(x) is easily derived from b * (x) observing that:
be the k-regular graph of a given system, σ ∈ Σ α a syndrome, and A σ = {A 1 , A 2 , . . . , A r } the resulting collection of Z-aggregates, with α i = |A i | α for i = 1, . . . , r. Without loss of generality, assume that α r = α, i.e. A r is one of the aggregates of maximum cardinality, and that {A 1 , A 2 , . . . , A h }, (1 h < r) is an independent set. Defining set Φ as the union set of A h+1 , . . . , A r , it follows that Φ is a consistent fault set of σ of cardinality ϕ = |Φ|. Note that the maximum aggregate A r is considered FAULTY.
Denote by Γ the set Φ − A r = r−1 i=h+1 A i , and by γ = ϕ − α its cardinality. Let L(A r , Γ ) be the set of edges connecting units in Γ to units in A r (Fig. 2) .
Since {A 1 , . . . , A h } is an independent set we have:
Introducing Eq. (3.3) in the left-hand side of (3.4) yields:
Assuming that b * (x) b(x) is an edge isoperimetric inequality for the given graph, Eq. (3.4) yields:
The following lemmas provide an upper bound to b(A r ) and a lower bound to
Lemma 3.1. Let G = (V, L) be a k-regular graph and A ⊆ V be a set of vertices that induces a connected subgraph of G with
Proof. From the hypothesis that the given component is connected, there exists a tree which spans all the vertices in A. Hence the number of internal edges in A is at least the number of edges belonging to its spanning tree, that is, i(A) α − 1 [2] . From Eq. (3.3) we have
Proof. Since f is concave, its second derivative satisfies f (x) 0 for x ∈ (0, α]. We obtain:
that is, h(x) is nonincreasing in (0, α], which proves statement (2) . Let x 1 , x 2 be as in statement (1) and assume without loss of generality x 2 x 1 . Then
(by concavity)
(by statement (2), and by x 2 x 1 ) which proves statement (1). 
If we define
Proof. By Lemma 3.2 and recalling that α i α (1 i r), we have:
Multiplying each side by α i / i=1,...,h α i , and adding for i = 1, . . ., h, we obtain:
, from which the thesis follows. ✷ Combining the preceding results, a lower bound to the diagnosability is given by the following theorem: 
Proof. Given syndrome σ , from Eq. (3.1) diagnosability t is bounded by
Introducing the bounds provided by Lemmas 3.1 and 3.3 in the left-and in the right-hand side of (3.5), and recalling that h i=1 α i = n − ϕ, we obtain:
and from γ = ϕ − α:
that is:
On the other hand, from A r ⊆ Φ must also be:
The preceding inequalities hold for any collection of Z-aggregates whose cardinality is at most α, that is for any σ ∈ Σ α . Recalling that the range of interest for α is [1, n/2), a lower bound to min σ ∈Σ α G σ 1 (A r ) is given by
In turn, a lower bound to the diagnosability t is provided by taking the minimum of T (α) for 1 α < n/2. ✷
Toroidal grids
A square wrap-around grid (also called toroidal square grid) of size n = l × l, where l is a positive integer, is represented by the product graph
where C l is a cycle of length l. Toroidal grids are 4-regular structures, due to the wrap-around links crossing the border.
Grid NG 4 of size n, also called simple square grid, is derived from G 4 of the same size by removing the wrap-around links. In NG 4 the degrees of units lying on the border are smaller than the degree of internal units: hence, simple grids are quasi-regular structures.
A lower bound to the diagnosability of toroidal square grids is stated in the following theorem. 
where
Proof. By Theorem 3.4, t min 1 α<n/2 T (α) − 1, where
Assuming α < n/2, an edge isoperimetric inequality for toroidal grids [11] is given by b
Consider the following cases:
• n/4 α < n/2: it is immediate that
• 1 α < n/4: observe that b * (α) = 4 √ α satisfies the hypotheses of Theorem 3.4, which thus provides a bound to diagnosability. Introducing b * (α) in g(α), yields:
Since g(α) α iff α α * , where α * has been determined using Mathematica
The minimum of
where the expressions of x 1 and x 2 are given in the statement of the theorem. Substitutingᾱ in Eq. (3.10) we obtain:
Sinceᾱ < α * and g(ᾱ) < α * for n > 2, we have that:
Observing that g(ᾱ) < n/4 and α * < n/4 for n > 136, if the latter inequality holds, t g(ᾱ) − 1 in both the preceding cases. ✷ The preceding lower bound to the diagnosability, which is Θ(n 2/3 ), has been evaluated numerically. A listing for selected values of the size n of the grids is reported in Table 2 as entry LT. This table also reports numerical evaluation Table 2 Lower bounds to the diagnosability of square grids 256  26  34  47  50  1024  75  101  128  136  4096  206  281  340  359  16384  547  762  885  929  65536  1435  2022  2273  2377 of Khanna and Fuchs's [10] and Chessa and Maestrini's [6] lower bounds to diagnosability of simple square grids (entries K and C1, respectively), and of Chessa's lower bound to diagnosability of square toroidal grids [5] (entry C2).
It is seen that the lower bound provided by Theorem 3.5 is above the bounds of [5] and [6] , the best previously known results, and far above the bound of [10] .
Hypercubes
The binary d-cube H n , also called hypercube, is a graph with n = 2 d nodes labeled with d-digits binary numbers. Nodes are connected based on the Hamming distance of their labels: edge {u, v} exists iff the Hamming distance of the labels of u and v is 1. Hypercubes are d-regular structures, and the degree is an increasing function of the size. The diagnosability of hypercubes is given by the following theorem. Theorem 3.6. The diagnosability t of the hypercube of size n satisfies:
where e is the base of the natural logarithms, 3 and g(α) = n log n − n log α + α log 4 − log 4 2 logn − log α .
Proof. By Theorem 3.4, we have that:
An edge isoperimetric inequality for hypercubes [11] is
Function b * (α) satisfies the hypotheses of Theorem 3.4 in [0, n/e]. In this interval g(α) has been determined by means of Mathematica TM , yielding:
g(α) = n log n − n log α + α log 4 − log 4 2 logn − log α . Observing that min n/e<α<n/2 (max(g(α), α)) > n/e, the expression of min 1 α<n/2 T (α) is expressed as:
which proves the theorem. ✷ So far, the only known bound to the hypercube diagnosability have been provided by Khanna and Fuchs in [10] . Similarly to [10] , it is seen that t is Ω((n log log n)/(log n)).
The lower bound provided by the preceding theorem has been evaluated numerically. A listing for selected values of n (the size of the hypercubes) is reported as entry LT in Table 3 , along with the numerical evaluation of [10] (entry K in the table). It is seen that the lower bound of Theorem 3.6 improves the previous result.
Comparison with previous results
The lower bound to diagnosability provided in this paper is based on Eqs. (2.1)-(2.3). This appears to be the natural approach to the problem, although it was discarded in the previous research due to the extreme difficulty of the involved computational problems, as explained in Section 2. The difficulty has been now circumvented by devising approximations which rely on isoperimetric inequalities of regular graphs. Although approximations may appear relatively coarse, they enabled derivation of a bound which is tighter than those previously known [4] [5] [6] 10, 17] .
Although seemingly different, the approaches reported in the previous literature are somehow related to the one introduced in this paper. The extend to which they are related, as well as the reason of relative inaccuracy, are informally explained in the following.
In [10] , Khanna and Fuchs also consider a diagnosis algorithm based on the aggregation of units which declare each other non-faulty, and derive a lower bound to diagnosability based on a parameter of the system graph, called the k-partition number. Given a connected graph G = (V, L), the k-partition number of G, denoted Φ G (k), is the largest integer p such that, for every A ⊆ V with |A| = p, the subgraph of G induced by the vertices in V − A has a connected component of size k or larger. A lower bound to the diagnosability of G is derived by evaluating the largest integer k such that Φ G (k + 1) k. Function Φ G (x) is derived from an upper bound to the vertex degree sum 4 of subsets A ⊆ V with |A| = x.
The approach of [10] is related to the "natural" approach used in this paper for the following reasons. Consider a labeled system graph G = (V, L), and assume 
This aggregate is diagnosed as non-faulty in the assumption that the number of faults is at most k.
The relative inaccuracy of the bound provided in [10] resides in the fact that index G σ 1 which is evaluated for an aggregate of cardinality at least k + 1, does not account for the additional faults needed to separate the remaining aggregates, which must be independent.
The approach used in [4] [5] [6] 17 ] is based on a diagnosis algorithm (called DAGS) which diagnoses a large fraction of the system units in a single phase. Given syndrome σ , DAGS constructs first a subset S ⊆ V of "suspect" units, by matching the units which test each other as faulty, and then partitions V − S into subsets A 1 , A 2 , . . . , A h , called Z-aggregates. Z-aggregates are defined as the connected components of the graph G with S deleted. The set of Z-aggregates A 1 , A 2 , . . . , A h is independent, due to the separating set S. It should be observed that aggregates constructed by DAGS are proper subsets of aggregates considered in this paper and in [10] . Letting A be a Z-aggregate of maximum cardinality α, G σ 1 (A) is lower bounded by t σ = α + |S|/2. This bound relies on property that at least |S|/2 units in S must be faulty, although they remain unidentified.
A lower bound to the diagnosability is derived by taking the minimum of t σ over the admissible range of α. Although quite accurate, the bounds of [4] [5] [6] 17] are below the bound derived in this paper, due to the fact that aggregates defined by DAGS are proper subsets of the aggregates considered in this paper.
Final remarks
A novel approach aimed at evaluating the diagnosability of regular systems under the diagnostic model of [14] has been introduced. The proposed approach applies to any regular system graph for which an edge-isoperimetric inequality is known. This is the case of toroidal grids and hypercubes, and lower bounds to the diagnosability of these structures have been derived in this paper. The new bounds are tighter than those previously known [4] [5] [6] 10, 17] .
The issue of defining a diagnosis algorithm which provides correct diagnosis in the occurrence of at most t faults is not explicitly addressed in this paper. A diagnosis algorithm would simply consist in declaring fault-free the Zaggregate A r of maximum cardinality, and faulty all the Z-aggregates adjacent to A r . If there exist multiple Z-aggregates of the same, maximum cardinality (which cannot be pairwise adjacent), all of them are diagnosed fault-free, and every Zaggregate adjacent to at least one of them is diagnosed faulty. As in the case of DAGS, the diagnosis returned by this algorithm is generally incomplete.
Although it could be viewed as a sequential diagnosis algorithm (and, consequently, diagnosability t may be taken as a lower bound to the sequential diagnosability), the above outlined algorithm does much more than just sequential diagnosis, since it may be expected to identify the status of a large fraction of the system units.
The latter claim is supported by the simulative analysis of DAGS [3, 5, 6, 17] , showing that the diagnoses provided by this algorithm are almost complete. Considering that Z-aggregates constructed by DAGS are proper subsets of those defined in this paper, and that, with high probability, the maximum cardinality Z-aggregate constructed by DAGS is unique and the remaining aggregates are much smaller, it may be expected that DAGS and the above described algorithm return the same diagnoses in most cases. This matter is the object of continuing investigation.
